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Abstract: Many innovative services are emerging based on the Internet of Things (IoT) technology,
aiming at fostering better sustainability of our cities. New solutions integrating Information and
Communications Technologies (ICTs) with sustainable transport media are encouraged by several
public administrations in the so-called Smart City scenario, where heterogeneous users in city roads
call for safer mobility. Among several possible applications, recently, there has been a lot of attention
on the so-called Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs), such as pedestrians or bikers. They can be equipped
with wearable sensors that are able to communicate their data through a chain of devices towards
the cloud for agile and effective control of their mobility. This work describes a complete end-to-end
IoT system implemented through the integration of different complementary technologies, whose
main purpose is to monitor the information related to road users generated by wearable sensors.
The system has been implemented using an ESP32 micro-controller connected to the sensors and
communicating through a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) interface with an Android device, which is
assumed to always be carried by any road user. Based on this, we use it as a gateway node, acting
as a real-time asynchronous publisher of a Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol
chain. The MQTT broker is configured on a Raspberry PI device and collects sensor data to be sent
to a web-based control panel that performs data monitoring and processing. All the architecture
modules have been implemented through open-source technologies. The analysis of the BLE packet
exchange has been carried out by resorting to the Wireshark packet analyzer. In addition, a feasibility
analysis has been carried out by showing the capability of the proposed solution to show the values
gathered through the sensors on a remote dashboard. The developed system is publicly available to
allow the possible integration of other modules for additional Smart City services or extension to
further ICT applications.

Keywords: Internet of Things; Smart Cities; MQTT; BLE; Android; Raspberry PI; open-source

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) and related technologies have been undergoing exponential
growth for a few years, rising from 15 billion connected devices in 2015 up to 30 billion
in 2020, and their numbers are intended to grow over the next decade [1]. IoT defines a
network of devices, such as sensors, actuators, gateways and cloud services, interconnected
among them with the aim of offering a specific service. Among several verticals, urban
mobility is receiving a lot of attention, driven by the introduction of different micro-mobility
options as an alternative urban mobility solution in the COVID-19 era [2]. Such mobility
options require careful attention towards parameter-tracking for safety reasons.

The number of industrialized cities, which are more and more aware of eco-sustainability
issues, has been constantly growing over the past few years [3]; this trend led government
authorities to sponsor the adoption of eco-friendly means of transportation, such as e-bikes,
electric scooters, Segways and so on. However, as the number of non-conventional means
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of transportation has been rising exponentially, there has been a similar rise in the number
of road accidents, involving so-called vulnerable road users (VRUs) [4]; therefore, the
implementation of wearable technologies is remarkably beneficial in terms of user safety
by helping people connect to a much broader intelligent ecosystem often referred to as a
Smart City.

The main issue in an ubiquitous computer environment, such as IoT, is how impractical
it is to impose standards that everyone has to comply to [5]; hence, one of the biggest
constraints is to deal with closed source systems, which act as black boxes where the
underlying structure is unknown. This leads to IoT solutions that are very hard to interact
with, especially due to the nature of IoT being a very complicated heterogeneous network
platform. An outright example is highlighted in [6], a survey performed on 26 different
IoT clouds that can be grouped into 10 different genres of applications, which showed, as
expected, the lack of heterogeneity management. Moreover, deploying a large number
of wearable devices all over the city would have a large impact on the costs of such a
system; therefore, we deem that, cost-wise, a full-stack solution including all the elements
for complete control of the system from the source to the customer premises would be
highly beneficial as it allows cutting off all those costs linked to third-party software and
hardware, which an IoT solution usually relies on.

Another reason for cost reduction is the presence of an open-source approach where,
once the community is fully engaged, the rate of progress can rapidly accelerate, and the
project can potentially progress at a rate that can overcome closed-source development [1].
Applied to our scenario, the open-source approach allows developing a core system that
can be further extended by developers and users also giving the specific requirements of
any city. The proposed open-source approach could be the basis for further refinement as
well as additional plug-in software and devices.

An End-to-End (E2E) Open-Source Proof-of-Concept (PoC) IoT architecture is pro-
posed here, aiming to properly address the previously introduced issues. It is based on
the integration of different open-source technologies, whose main purpose is to monitor,
through the use of sensors connected to a micro-controller, the information related to the
road users. The system has been implemented by integrating an ESP32, i.e., a System on
Chip (SoC), equipped with sensors used to acquire environmental information that are
able to interact through a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) connection with an Android device,
which acts as an intermediate point that gathers the information produced by the sensors
in a real-time asynchronous way. Among different messaging protocols for data exchange
in IoT systems, we envisage the use of the Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [7]
protocol between the Android device and the intended users that require monitoring the
road user’s behavior. Similarly, the use of an Android device as an intermediate point
between the wearable device and the rest of the network can be considered a viable option
since we can rely on its presence with any user in an urban environment. Experiments on
MQTT application protocol to support data acquisition and transfer in the cloud has been
performed in the past [8] using a Linux operating system in a fixed workstation. Here, a
mobile scenario is considered where the Android device acts as a publisher with the role
of sending data acquired by the external sensor and internal sensors. The subscriber is
here implemented through a dashboard deployed in the customer premises. In order to
deploy the MQTT communication flow, a broker has also been implemented by resorting
to a Raspberry PI node. Proper wireless communication links have been considered for
allowing the interconnection between the publisher(s), the broker and the subscriber, even
if any broadband and narrow-band solution can be used. The main novelties of the paper
can be summarized in:

• A perfectly functional PoC of an E2E system for message delivering in a Smart City
scenario has been released;

• The PoC is composed of COTS technologies; thanks to this, their integration allows
having a low-cost, deployable solution for different Smart City applications;
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• The PoC is based on open-source technologies, allowing its expansion with other
components and services through simple open interfaces by any interested user;

• The integration of an Android-based app into the architecture allows the system to be
potentially used by a large number of people, leading to a widely used echo-system;

• The modularity of the architectural design, along-with the open-source approach
of the different components, allows a rapid evolution of the system toward other
potential application scenarios.

The paper is structured in such a way. In Section 2, we enforce the rationale behind
our solution by analyzing the most important solutions proposed up to now in practical
implementations and by conducting a literature survey. Then, in Section 3, the high-level
description of the architecture is presented, focusing on the main functional aspects of
each node. Following this, in Section 4, the description of the PoC is given by sticking
around the technological characteristics of each element considered in the system. Finally,
some feasibility results are provided, showing the effectiveness of the proposed solution, in
Section 5, and a final discussion is conducted in Section 6.

2. Technological Background

In this section, we review some of the most impacting implementations and proposed
solutions that aim to solve a similar problem to the one we are considering.

In 2020, the 5G Automotive Association, an industrial-based association aiming at
bridging automotive and telecommunication industries, released a White Paper concerning
the protection of VRUs [9]. The report identifies the following road-user types as vulnerable:
pedestrians, cyclists (including eBikes), motorcyclists, road workers, wheelchair users,
scooter, skateboard and Segway users. In particular, three main scenarios have been
described where VRUs can gain from the presence of ICT. In VRU high-risk zones, drivers
(or automated vehicles) are delivered warnings when they enter a high risk area, where
there is a likely presence of many VRUs. Dedicated roadside infrastructure could play a
vital role in disseminating warning messages to VRUs and vehicles as well. The second
scenario instead focuses on interactive communications between VRUs and vehicles, where
a negotiation between the VRU’s device and a vehicle is performed. The third scenario is
maybe considered the most frequent in the future and involves vehicles and smartphones.
In this scenario, VRUs’ devices and vehicles send out safety messages. It is clear from [9]
how important the use of smartphone technologies and its integration in a 5G/IoT echo-
system will be for both VRUs and vehicles. However, in the same document, some technical
enablers have been identified for dealing with VRU protection in the three above-described
scenarios. It is clear how the role of smartphones, due to their embedded sensors, jointly
with proper vehicular communication systems, play a vital role in protecting VRUs. This
allows not only understanding the users’ statuses but also detecting their relative position
and predicting future directions.

An architecture enabling the integration of VRUs, referred to as Cooperative Informa-
tion Technology Services, is discussed in [10]. The cooperative solution is supposed to be
implemented in vehicles; supposedly, VRUs can use the service through their smartphone
or through dedicated devices. In particular, two use cases are identified: (i) the possibility
of knowing if VRUs are near potentially dangerous situations and (ii) the possibility of esti-
mating potential collisions with other vehicles exploiting the prediction of their trajectories.
The communication technologies for VRUs are discussed in [11], where the authors focus
mainly on the vehicle-to-pedestrian paradigms. A framework for vehicle-to-pedestrian
systems is here proposed, mainly focusing on different pre-crash scenarios enabling the
possibility of understanding how different VRU groups can act.

Interestingly, the exploitation of user devices, in particular smartphones, constitutes
a clear trend when managing the safety of VRUs. An early example is in [12], where a
collision prediction algorithm is proposed, which exploits the communication between
pedestrian and vehicles. Such an approach allows enhancing the classical approaches based
on visibility among users. In particular, the authors propose a system where the devices’
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and the vehicles’ positions are broadcast reciprocally so as to minimize potential accidents.
In [13], instead, the authors propose the Pedestrian-Oriented Forewarning System (POFS)
that aims to protect distracted pedestrians. POFS exploits four possible smartphone states:
screen, voice, screen-voice and silent. Based on these states, a collision prediction algorithm
is proposed that is able to send alert messages to pedestrian users. Another example is in
the 5GCAR project [14], where the authors propose a 5G radio-based positioning system
jointly with a road users trajectory estimation. In such a system, an alert is sent every time
the driver has to react to a potential warning. Each pedestrian was supposed to bring a
smartphone with a protect me app, which is able to alter any warning situation. In [15], the
authors propose a VRU warning system, where users exchange among themselves warning
messages about potential issues they may encounter when in motion. Such messages are
exchanges through commercial smartphones. In [16], the authors consider the possibility of
detecting VRUs outside the field of view through wireless communications by considering
BLE and WiFi Direct. Apart from the smartphone, the integration of sensor nodes has
been considered a promising approach. As an example, in [17], the authors propose the
Cooperative Safety System for Vulnerable Road Users (CS4VRU) architecture, which aims
to alert cyclists about potential cars approaching them through wearable devices in the
helmet. In addition, the developed smartphone app allows the cyclists to share their
position through a VANET.

In contrast to the previous approaches, we aim at: (i) developing an E2E solution able
to convey the VRU data acquired through external sensors and/or smartphone-embedded
sensors toward a centralized premise; (ii) exploiting multiple wireless technologies so as to
optimize different links; (iii) exploiting a pub-sub paradigm through the MQTT protocol,
hence enabling a logical decoupling between source and destination; (iv) using open-source
technologies in order to build a core system where additional plug-in can be added for
enabling scenario-specific solutions.

3. End-to-End Architecture

In this section, we describe the proposed end-to-end architecture by focusing on its
main functionalities from a high-level point of view. We bear on a reference IoT stack
architecture in order to leverage our solution by coarsely analyzing each layer of the stack.
In Section 4, a more in-depth overview of the adopted software and hardware technologies
will be illustrated, together with a more detailed description of their implementation.

The architecture deployed in this paper is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of func-
tional nodes, each with a specific role to allow the set-up of an open-source end-to-end
workflow. Complete handling of message transfer from the data source to the destination of
the sensed data is provided within a functional infrastructure for managing and monitoring
the expected road-user activities.

The designed platform is intended to be used for acquiring data from any of the
devices in the area. As an example, focusing on Intelligent Transport System applications,
one can think of an alert about other vehicles arriving in the opposite direction, as well as
feedback from the sensors in case any of them are measuring an out-of-range value. It is
worth noticing that the designed platform is general, which allows implementing different
Smart City applications and scenarios. The designed architecture is thus able to implement
a complete E2E message delivery through proper hardware, software and networking
solutions. To this aim, the selection of BLE and WiFi as wireless technologies for connecting
the devices allows fully exploiting the characteristics of the data to be handled by each
link. While the BLE allows transporting small-sized data packets, making it suitable for
connecting sensors and smartphones, WiFi is the perfect choice for connecting nodes in a
relatively longer distances. To this aim, 4G/5G technologies could also be used.
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Figure 1. The end-to-end architecture of the proposed solution.

Due to the heterogeneity of IoT solutions and implementations, there is no standard
approach in the definition of the system architecture and cloud platform [1]; hence, we
resorted to open-source implementation, where each single function has been mapped on
our reference IoT architecture.

The MQTT protocol is supposed to be used at the application layer for transmit-
ting data.

The designed architecture is composed of four main functional layers:

• The Sensing Layer is responsible for implementing the cyber–physical interface,
enabling the possibility of sensing physical data from the users. The sensed data
can be human-related data (e.g., hearth monitor, position), vehicle-related data (e.g.,
battery charge, vehicle position) or environmental data (e.g., humidity, air temperature,
pressure). Wearable sensors can be deployed in sportswear without needing to use
expensive vehicles.

• The Gateway is responsible for collecting data from the sensing layer through any
proprietary/custom protocol embedded in an IP packet to be delivered through the
Internet. The gateway layer is implemented through two different nodes, one enabling
the interface towards the sensing layer while the other, acting as a user’s personal
device, for transmitting data toward the final destination. In particular, the gateway
acts as the MQTT publisher and is implemented on a mobile device that is presumably
held by the users. This choice allows the approach to be available for any kind of road
users, even in simple and cheap vehicles, such as bikes or simple pedestrians. The
mobile device can be replaced, in principle, by other devices already installed in more
complex vehicles, such as cars.

• The MQTT Broker acts as an intermediate point of the publisher/subscriber commu-
nication architecture. It is responsible of receiving any MQTT input from the gateways
and notifying the subscriber about updated sensed data.

• The Dashboard acts as an MQTT subscriber, enabling the possibility of showing all
the data collected by the gateway through internal sensors and at the Sensing layer.

The sensing layer allows the collection of data, such as health information of the user
with the wearable device, and the surrounding environmental information by collecting the
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sensors’ data that have been implemented. Sensors and actuators, in fact, are the primary
sources of information in an IoT system and provide the data that will then be processed
by the device, e.g., a micro-controller, they are connected to.

According to this view, we have implemented a general-purpose embedded system
for wearable devices through the use of the ultra-low power SoC Esp32 produced by
the Espressif System [18]. Thus, we do not have to consider the type of wearable that
will be used by the provider of the service; rather, we focused on the development of a
general purpose underlying the infrastructure that can be later used regardless of the kind of
wearable adopted. In fact, the advantage of having an open-source system is not only letting
people contribute to the development of such technology but also allowing companies to
adjust the infrastructure according to their needs. Such a modular design permits having a
standardized infrastructure among companies that would use the proposed architecture,
allowing the implementation of different wearable devices with different hardware and
sensors, which are tailored around the needs of that particular company, making this
system a fully heterogeneous IoT solution.

These information streams, gathered through the sensors, will then be sent to a
smartphone—in this case, an Android device—through a BLE connection. The role of the
Android device is to provide an edge gateway that allows us to offload the computational
tasks directly to the mobile device rather than transmitting them to the cloud. This solution
has been already considered a viable option when Android devices are considered as an
edge processing node [19]. It is worth noticing that, nowadays, every user likely carries a
smartphone, giving the proposed solution short-term practical applicability. Considering
this, an Android app is developed that allows the user to gather the information acquired by
the sensors on the wearable device and provide a general view on the stats of their activity.
The app allows the user to connect to the embedded system mounted on the wearable device
through BLE connections, which is a common communication technology for constrained
devices with very limited battery life. The software developed for this application is fully
available as open-source, resulting in the possibility of further development with additional
features in order to meet the needs of the service provider [20]. Moreover, we deem that
having control over the information of a certain service, the user is important in order to
prevent and offer fast first-aid in the case of a road accident or any issue that might harm
the VRU who is using that particular service deployed through the use of our architecture.
To this aim, we developed a control panel that allows visualizing and monitoring those
stats gathered through the sensors of every user by using a simple web-service that acts
as a control dashboard. This web-service, which is still part of the PoC, is able to acquire
the sensors’ data from the smartphone device through the use of the communication
protocol MQTT.

It has to be highlighted that the selection of MQTT as the application layer protocol
allows decoupling the transmitter, i.e., the publisher, and the receiver, i.e., the subscriber. A
pub/sub paradigm allows implementing an efficient way for delivering messages through
an intermediate node, even in those situations where one of the two parts may be dis-
connected or temporarily unavailable, allowing, at the same time, to provide an efficient
way for delivering messages. The MQTT connection is implemented thanks to the broker
that is running on a Raspberry Pi 3B [21]. For what concerns the Broker software imple-
mentation, we use Mosquitto [22], an open-source broker developed by Oracle, while the
Android device and the web-service act as MQTT clients. The developed Android app
also integrates the MQTT connection through the use of the Paho library [23], developed
by Oracle, and publishes the information acquired by the sensors on predefined topics.
The control panel acts as a MQTT subscriber by subscribing to the topics the Android
devices are publishing; this capability has been implemented through the use of the Paho
JavaScript library. However, due to the HTTP definition, it is impossible to have a direct
link for data exchange between the broker and the web-service; hence, we resorted to the
use of web-sockets.
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4. Proof-of-Concept

In this section, the implementation of each node of the architecture is discussed by
analyzing the used hardware together with the developed software in order to provide a
detailed explanation of the PoC.

4.1. Gateway Interface to Sensing Layer: The ESP32 Platform

As stated before, the first goal of the proposed IoT architecture is to integrate wearable
devices, requiring the development of the software that manages the data, as well as the
connections of each node with the rest of the architecture, and a feasibility study of the
hardware, in particular the SoC and the sensors.

We predicat that the microcontroller with the sensors will be worn by the users, pro-
viding a fully functional smart-device. With these premises, one of the issues we aimed to
solve was determining which microcontroller would best fit the requirements that a wear-
able solution, due to the constrained sizes of the device, generally requires, even though
it is difficult to have a system where all these requirements are met. In order to process
the stream of data acquired by the sensors, we have decided to use the ultra-low power
SoC ESP32 [18], having all the most updated state-of-the-art characteristics of low-power
chips, such as clock gating, power modes and dynamic power scaling. The ESP32 SoC is
a single 2.4 GHz WiFi and Bluetooth combo chip designed by the Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) ultra-low-power 40 nm technology, which mounts a
Tensilica Xtensa LX6 dual-core microprocessor together with 448 KB of ROM, 520 KB of
SRAM and 4 MB of flash memory. Moreover, by having a look at the architecture, the
Ultra Low Power co-processor stands out, which is an FSM (Finite State Machine) de-
signed to perform measurements using the Analog/Digital Converter (ADC) or external
Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) sensors, while the main processor is in deep-sleep mode;
this is particularly important as it is used to wake up the chip from its sleeping mode. In
the literature, there are many use cases [24,25] where this SoC is used; such applications
range from IoT solutions to much more complex systems, such as voice encoding or music
streaming, where a huge quantity of resources are involved.

The main reason for choosing the ESP32 SoC is that it jointly implements Bluetooth
and WiFi connections with a very efficient power management scheme, which permits
drawing a current as low as 10 µA when it is used in sleep-mode; for what concerns the
transmission of BLE packets, the datasheet defines 130 mA as the typical power consump-
tion considering measurements taken with a 3.3 V supply at 25 °C of ambient temperature.
This microcontroller’s advantages make it a feasible chose for IoT devices;indeed, there
are many examples of plug-and-play devices that are currently available on the market to
purchase. Among others, it is worth citing the LilyGo platform, which is an open-source
hardware Smart Watch based on the ESP32-PICO-D4 [26].

In addition to the ESP32 platform, we considered an external sensor device. In particu-
lar, we resorted to the BME280 [27], an integrated environmental sensor developed by Bosch
Sensortech, offering the possibility of sensing the relative humidity, the barometric pressure
and the ambient temperature. This chip, with its 8-pin metal-lid 2.5 × 2.5 × 0.93 mm3 LGA
package, has mainly been developed for IoT devices, particularly wearable devices, where
size and low power consumption are key design parameters. Current-wise, it is indeed
perfectly feasible for low current consumption, and it has a 0.1 µA current consumption
when it is in sleep-mode and 3.6 µA when it is in active-mode. In the developed prototype,
we use a pre-build module based on the BME280, where it is integrated together with a
Low Drop Out (LDO) Voltage Regulator and a I2C Voltage Level Translator.

The connection between the BME280 module and the ESP32 is implemented through
the I2C connection interface, which allows having synchronous communication between
the two devices and a data-stream with a bit rate equal to 100 kb/s. Regarding the I2C
connection, the ESP32 works as a master and the sensor as a slave, and its I2C 7-bit address
is b’0111911x, where the first 6-bits are fixed, but it is possible to choose the value of the
least significant bit.
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4.1.1. Software Implementation

In order to program the ESP32, we used the C++ programming language through the
Arduino framework, which is a relatively easy and fast prototyping tool that allows us to
experiment on our models before production, although most embedded system products
ready for production implement the real-time operating system (FreeRTOS) kernel [28], as
it is designed to be small and simple.

In order to enable a communication between the ESP32 and the BME280, we have
used the drivers developed by Adafruit [29], which allow connecting the sensor and easily
reading the values obtained from the measurement of temperature, pressure and humidity
from its registers. The output of the readings has to be sent through a BLE connection
to the Android gateway, and another library [30] has been used in order to manage this
connection. In the case of the SoC, the three main BLE protocol layers (i.e., Application,
Host and Controller) are implemented in the same chip in order to save space and have a
more miniaturized device.

Before analyzing the implemented structure, it is important to introduce the BLE
Generic Access Profile (GAP) and the BLE Generic Attribute Profile (GATT), and their role
in the relationship between the two devices [31]. The GAP defines which of the two mecha-
nisms are used by a BLE device for communicating with other devices, i.e., broadcasting or
connecting. The GAP defines how BLE-enabled devices can make themselves available and
how two devices can communicate directly with each other. The GATT instead defines the
role of a specific device, which can be a client or a server. The client typically sends a request
to the GATT server and can read and/or write attributes in the server. The server stores the
attributes. Once the client makes a request, the server must make the attributes available.

The ESP32 acts as the GAP Peripheral, meaning that it transmits advertising packets
with the aim of establishing a connection with the device; in this case, the Android smart-
phone, acting as the GAP Central, is constantly listening to advertising packets sent on air
by nearby peripherals in order to connect to the correct one. The Broadcaster role for the
SoC has been discarded, making it work as a BLE Beacon, due to possible security issues,
e.g., eavesdropping, that someone would face while transmitting data without establishing
a secure connection first. Regarding the GATT role, it can be assigned to a device regardless
of its GAP role, and it is even interchangeable; in our case, the SoC works as the GATT
Server during the whole time since it sends the data packets without receiving any. The
GATT Client role has instead been assigned to the smartphone. The implemented GATT
Server, hierarchically organizing all the attributes defined by the Attribute Protocol, is
represented in Figure 2.

The GATT server has been implemented with two services. The BME280_Service
contains the attributes labeled Characteristic, following the GATT convention, assigned to
different sensors, while the Hearth_Service is foreseen to be assigned to a heart-rate monitor,
although it is not implemented in the deployed PoC, and used as a future plug-in extension.
The BME280 service has four characteristics corresponding to the temperature, humidity,
pressure and altitude readings, where the latter, although not directly read by the sensor,
can be calculated through the other readings’ information. The heart-rate service has only
one characteristic, which is connected to the reading of the heart-rate of the service user.
In order to work with every attribute, the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) should
be defined, allowing to universally identify the attribute. Even though the BLE Special
Interest Group (SIG) provides a list of short 16-bit or 32-bit UUIDs that are standardized
and might be used in applications, in the considered system, we have decided to resort
to custom UUIDs due to the custom and specific implementation; in this case, the full
128-bit UUID value should be used since we are not using the standard base UUID [32].
At the software level, we have defined each attribute by specifying the type, and hence
service, characteristic or descriptor, then we assigned a corresponding UUID for each one,
as previously defined, and the properties. In this case, the attributes should be read-only
since we do not want the Android gateway to be able to overwrite them, we only want it to
read their values corresponding to the sensors readings.
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Figure 2. GATT Server Hierarchy.

In addition, we implemented the Notify property, as defined by the BLE Core Specifica-
tion. Since we want to send the readings from the sensors asynchronously and in real-time
to the GATT Client to avoid the client cycling asking the server for new readings, since it is
not a power-efficient solution, the Notify property allows the server to automatically notify
the client whenever there is a new sensor reading, and we have a flow that is different from
the usual request/response pairs. However, for each characteristic, it must be implemented
as a descriptor, as can be seen in Figure 2. For the purposes of this implementation, we
resorted to the Client Characteristic Configuration Descriptor (CCCD), a GATT-defined
descriptor, which works similarly to a switch, enabling or disabling server-initiated up-
dates [33]. This function allows the client to decide whether or not it wants to receive
automatic asynchronous updates from the server by writing the attribute’s value, a two-bit
field; the client will simply use a Write Request Attribute Protocol (ATT) packet, which set
the least significant bit to 1, while the server will reply with a Write Response ATT packet.
When the process is successful, the server will be able to send automatic updates.

4.2. Gateway Interface to the Broker: The Android Platform

IoT systems consist of heterogeneous interconnected devices, leading to an ever-
growing demand for ubiquitous connectivity. Regardless of the implemented vertical, the
IoT infrastructure has to manage several sensors, which may significantly differ either for
connectivity or acquired data type. With such requirements, the role of a gateway in such
architectures is crucial, as it represents the bridge connecting the sensing layer, composed
of the different sensors with different characteristics, to the network layer.

The architecture proposed in this paper considers the gateway as a combination of
two devices: the SoC and the Android device. The latter represents the mobile part and
has the role of interfacing all the sensors of the wearable device to the network after the
data have been acquired by the ESP32. This gateway layout permits offloading the heavy
workload, which gateways would generally have to process, between the two nodes: the
processing of the data from the sensors has been assigned to the SoC, while the bridge with
the network layer is handled by the Android device.

The open-source application for managing the system running on the smartphone
has been properly designed by us. The goal of the Android app is two-fold: (i) the
implementation of the Bluetooth connectivity, connecting the smartphone with the SoC on
the wearable device, and (ii) the implementation of the MQTT connectivity, which, instead,
allows the user to connect to the external network.
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In this section, we will briefly describe the main aspects of the Android implementa-
tion, analyzing how the Bluetooth connectivity has been implemented and then introducing
the Paho library [23] used for the implementation of the MQTT protocol. The app has been
developed in Java through the use of the Android Studio IDE and the minimum SDK, which
has been set to Marshmellow (API 23). Android provides a standard Bluetooth stack that
supports both classic Bluetooth and BLE (For major clarity, BLE support was introduced
with the API 18 and enabled Android smartphones to communicate with devices, such as
proximity sensors, light-bulbs, wearables.) By recalling the BLE protocol stack, it is clear
that the Android device acts as an ATT role of Central, which means it will remain listening
for advertising packets transmitted by the ESP32 in order to establish a secure connection
with it through the bounding procedure. Conversely, for what concerns the GATT role,
the Android smartphone works as a client since it receives and reads the payload of the
Characteristics of the SoC GATT server, as introduced in Section 4.1.

The Android app has been organized in two Android Activities in order to be used
by any type of device, even low-end terminals. The only requirement is to have installed
Android API 23. In Figure 3, the graphic user interface (GUI) of the main Android Activity
is reported. The user can interact with the app through the toolbar, which includes all the
functionalities the application provides, such as the BLE connection to the GATT server,
scanning of BLE devices nearby, data transmission to the MQTT broker and a button that
allows the user to send SoS requests. Moreover, the GUI shows which wearable device the
user is connected to and whether or not there is an ongoing connection, while a scroll-view
has been used in order to display the values acquired by the sensors.

In the considered scenario, we used the BME280, which is able to jointly sense pressure
and humidity data. In addition to this, the embedded Smartphone sensors are used.
Moreover, it is worth noting that virtually any sensor could be plugged in, resorting to any
of the standard interfaces we have used in our system. As an example, in the case of a VRU,
we can also think of a Bluetooth-interfaced sensor able to measure the battery status of the
electric bike/scooter, as well as the user’s health status through a smartwatch device.

Figure 3. The Android App main Activity.

4.2.1. BLE Management

The first action to be performed in order to establish a Bluetooth connection between
the two devices is a scan of the nearby BLE devices with the ATT role of peripherals.
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This is achieved by interacting with the Android app toolbar, whose role is to display
the list of the nearby BLE devices so that the user is able to pick the device they wish to
connect to from the list. In order to initialize the scan, it is mandatory to declare in the
AndroidManifest.xml file the correct permissions the Android needs in order to use the
Bluetooth API. Moreover, since the API 23 Android requires the user to accept at run-time
those permissions that are labeled as dangerous, the user has to allow the app to acquire
the permissions regarding the location of the user since they are a mandatory requirement
for the BLE API to work. Once the permissions have been granted, an object of the class
BluetoothAdapter() is instantiated, which abstracts the Bluetooth Radio, integrated in
the smartphone, and allows interacting with it through the software code.

The first operation allows checking if the device running the app supports BLE; in
case it does not, the app will not allow the user to proceed further. This instance is used
later to instantiate an object of the class BluetoothLeScanner(), which is used for all
those operations regarding the scanning of BLE devices. Moreover, the Android allows
implementing a white list of the scanned devices we might be interested in by discarding the
others. Since we aim to connect to a small pool of devices the IoT wearables implementing
the SoC programmed previously, we believe implementing a white list will allow the
Android app to connect to only to the ESP32 SoCs on the wearable devices to prevent
the Android app from connecting to other devices. Once the scan has been initialized,
the results will be available in a callback function and the graphic interface is updated at
run-time with all the nearby devices scanned previously being filtered.

In order to implement the Bluetooth communication, it is necessary to use multithread-
ing techniques due to the asynchronous behavior of the communication; hence, we have
a message queue in the Android with all the threads to be run. Once the user has chosen
the correct wearable device to connect to, they are redirected back to the main activity
where they will initialize the connection to the GATT server. The connection to the GATT
server starts by instantiating an object of the class BluetoothDevice(), which is used
to invoke the method connectGatt(Context context, boolean autoConnect,
BluetoothGattCallBack bluetoothGattCallBack). This allows the smartphone
to automatically connect to the wearable devices, as long as they are bounded. In order to
acquire the output of this method call, we have defined a callback function through the use
of the Java anonymous inner class construct, which creates a class that implements a Java
interface; hence, certain Abstract methods must be overridden as in Listing 1.

Listing 1. Gatt Callback Function.

BluetoothGattCallback gattCallBack = new BluetoothGattCallback() {
@Override
public void onConnectionStateChange(BluetoothGatt gatt, int status, int newState)

{
super.onConnectionStateChange(gatt, status, newState);
...
}

@Override
public void onServicesDiscovered(BluetoothGatt gatt, int status) {
super.onServicesDiscovered(gatt, status);
...
}

@Override
public void onCharacteristicChanged(BluetoothGatt gatt,

BluetoothGattCharacteristic characteristic) {
super.onCharacteristicChanged(gatt, characteristic);
...
}

@Override
public void onDescriptorWrite(BluetoothGatt gatt, BluetoothGattDescriptor

descriptor, int status) {
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super.onDescriptorWrite(gatt, descriptor, status);
...
}
}

The method public void onConnectionStateChange(BluetoothGatt
gatt, int status, int newState) is used to check on the status of the Bluetooth
connection between the two devices involved in the data exchange, indicating when a GATT
client has connected/disconnected to/from a remote GATT server. In case the connection
occurs, the method discoverServices() is invoked in order to acquire and sync with
the list of remote services, characteristics and descriptors. This is an asynchronous operation
that triggers the callback method public void onServicesDiscovered(Bluetooth
gatt, int status) and, if the discovery was successful, the services can be retrieved

by calling the function getServices().
As pointed out in Section 4.1.1, each BLE characteristic of the ESP32 implements

the Notify property, allowing the client to be notified whenever a change in one of the
BLE characteristics occurs. However, the client must explicitly express its desire to use
such system by writing the CCCD of the characteristic it wishes to receive notifications
from. In order to enable the property, we have to check, first, if the characteristic is
present; in this case, the descriptor is retrieved, with the function getDescriptor(UUID
uuid) and its GATT-defined 32-bit UUID equal to h’0x2902, which is the standard

for characteristic configuration descriptors. Once the sync is completed, the method
setValue(BluetoothGattDescriptor.ENABLE_NOTIFICATION_VALUE) must be
called in order to modify the locally stored cached value of this descrip-
tor. The new value assigned to the descriptor is BluetoothGattDescriptor.
ENABLE_NOTIFICATION_VALUE, corresponding to a two-bit field equal to b’0x01, while,
if we enable the indication property, the bit-field would have been equal to b’0x10.

The server should be aware of our intention to use that property; hence, the
function writeDescriptor(BluetoothGattDescriptor descriptor) is called,
and it writes the value of the locally stored cache onto the descriptor associated
with the remote device. This function triggers the callback method public void
onDescriptorWrite(BluetoothGatt gatt, BluetoothGattDescriptor
descriptor, int status), which is part of the callback functions defined in
Listing 1. Its role is to collect the result of a write operation concerning GATT descrip-
tors; in our case, if the write request is successful, then, inside this callback function,
the method setCharacteristicNotification(Descriptor descriptor,
boolean enable) is updated, allowing the Android GATT client to asynchronously
listen to GATT automatic server.

In case one of the characteristics, whose descriptor has been written in or-
der to allow the notify property, changes, the server sends a notification that trig-
gers the callback function onCharacteristichChanged(BluetoothGatt gatt,
BluetoothGatCharacteristic characteristic), which contains the characteris-
tic that has been updated and its new value.

In the app, the UI should be updated with the new sensor values whenever they are
notified; this is accomplished by using a broadcast-receiver. Android apps can send or
receive broadcast messages from the Android system similarly to the publish/subscribe
design pattern we find in network protocols, such as MQTT. All the broadcasts sent will be
routed to the activity that has been expressively declared through the use of specific intent
filters. They can be used as a messaging system across apps and outside the normal user
flow. In our case, the Bluetooth service we have implemented in the background allows
sending custom broadcasts to the main Activity with the aim of updating the UI with the
new sensor values.
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4.2.2. Android MQTT Client

The developed Android app, as previously stated, is able to send sensor’s updates
received from the BLE GATT server, as well as other kinds of information regarding the user,
to a web dashboard through the MQTT protocol. Such connection has been implemented on
the Android side by integrating a further background service that enables the smartphone
to work as an MQTT client. The events occurring in such connection are handled by the
Paho library, which provides a quite easy and straightforward solution when it comes to
MQTT integration in Android devices.

The connection with the broker and the publishing of the messages on the different
topics occurs whenever the user interacts with the UI of the app and selects the option that
starts the MQTT service in the background. Once the service is called, an instance of the
class MqttAsyncClient() is created. It allows the client to initiate MQTT actions and
then carry on working, while the MQTT actions are being completed in the background
thread. Moreover, in order to check on the connection status, the interface MqttCallBack
() is implemented, allowing the client to be notified when asynchronous events related to
the client occur.

The values published by the app are those acquired through the BME280 sensor, i.e.,
temperature, humidity, pressure and altitude; in addition, an SoS message is published,
which contains the GPS location of the user acquired through the smartphone GPS sensor.
The MQTT messages are formatted with four possible topics, each one according to the
MQTT specifications [7], having a PDU composed of three different fields: a fixed header, a
variable header and a payload. The first four bits of the fixed header define the supported
message types, and the remaining four bits of the first byte are used to define the different
header flags, such as QoS (Quality of Service), DUP (duplicate) and RETAIN. In our case,
the topics, whose payload contains one of the values read by the sensor encoded as a JSON
object, have a QoS equal to zero in their 4-bit flag, where the QoS level defines how reliable
the reception of the published message by the client subscribed to that specific topic is. In
our case, a value equal to zero corresponds to the least QoS level; thus, there is no guarantee
the message will be received by the subscribers subscribed to the topic; indeed, there is
no acknowledgment packet sent, proving the publisher is aware of the reception of the
message. The reason for selecting such QoS is due to its low resource-hungry requirements
if compared to the other QoS levels; moreover, the loss of a packet would not be a problem
as there is no essential information being sent.

The SoS request topic carries the position of the user at the time the request is sent in
the payload, while the QoS level is equal to 1 in this case. A QoS level of 1, also referred to
as At Least Once, is a quite reliable transmission method in the MQTT protocol, but, as a
drawback, it is resource-expensive, and the message could be sent more than once. The SoS
message is essential and must be received by the subscribers at all costs; thus, receiving
it more than once would lead to no issue. Nonetheless, it is supposed to be infrequently
published by the client compared to the other topics implemented; hence, spending more
resources than usual would be acceptable. The higher reliability of this level of service is
accomplished by a two-level handshake between the publisher and subscriber, allowing
the message to be received at least once. Figure 4 depicts the general PDU exchange that
occurs in the IoT system we implemented.
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Figure 4. MQTT Packets Exchange.

4.3. Raspberry PI 3B+ Node

In the architecture we presented, the node in the middle, between the gateways
and the dashboard, is a Raspberry Pi 3B+. It is a fairly low cost and portable computer
developed by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. It is endowed with a 64-bit quad core processor
running at 1.4 Ghz, dual-band 4.2 Ghz and 5 Ghz wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2/BLE,
Ethernet connection and an extended 40-pin GPIO header, which allows interfacing external
components [21]. It has been deployed with the Raspberry Pi OS, which allows updating it
in order improve the stability, performance and security of the system.

The MQTT broker is actually installed on a Raspberry PI B3+ node. In a practical
implementation, it is possible to think of several MQTT brokers that are supposed to
be deployed in a Smart City scenario, e.g., on light poles or traffic lights, enabling the
possibility of receiving MQTT messages from the vehicles in proximity through any wireless
connection, e.g., IEEE 802.11x-based solutions. Despite the proposed solution being based
on a pre-deployed MQTT approach, modern container/Virtual Machine-based approaches
can be used. As an example, a Docker-based MQTT broker can be used for flexibly
deploying MQTT brokers on devices.

4.3.1. Mosquitto

The logical role assigned to the Raspberry Pi node is the MQTT broker, which allows
communication between different MQTT clients. Mosquitto is an open-source lightweight
message broker that implements the MQTT protocol versions 5.0, 3.1.1 and 3.1 and is
suitable for all devices from low-power single-board computers to full servers [22]. The
rationale behind MQTT is its light weight; in fact, it is intended for devices with limited
power capabilities, or when we have to deal with constrained and unreliable networks,
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e.g., cellular networks, affected by a high packet loss rate [34]. These advantages make it a
feasible solution for web-based data monitoring operations [35].

The MQTT clients are implemented on the Android smartphones running the devel-
oped app, acting as MQTT publishers by publishing the readings of the wearable device’s
sensors, as well as on a webservice dashboard, later illustrated in Section 4.4, acting as a
MQTT subscriber.

The main role of the broker is to provide a way for routing the packets on a certain
topic to the clients subscribed to that specific topic. However, the broker has several other
responsibilities; one of those is authentication: in order to secure the connection of the
IoT system, it is important not only to define the authentication credentials, such as a
username or password, to be used by every client to sign into the broker but also establish
an encrypted communication between the broker and the clients through TLS and SSL.
In our case, we have created a custom configuration for Mosquitto, which let us define a
password and username that will be used to log into the broker, but, more importantly,
since we are dealing with a webservice client, we had to enable MQTT over websockets by
defining the socket number the broker has to listen to as 9001.

4.4. Webservice Dashboard

As previously stated, one of the main features of the proposed architecture is the real-
time monitoring of the statistics collected by the sensors mounted on the wearable devices.
This enables whoever is using our E2E architecture, e.g., a certain company deploying
their services, to supervise the activity that is being performed by the users of that certain
service. This feature is particularly important in those applications targeting VRUs since
they have a higher probability of being engaged in accidents, putting their life at risk.
Hence, being able to have a real time and accurate pool of data helps provide a clearer
overview of the statistics of one user’s health, as well as the environmental ones. This
knowledge is fundamental since it allows the provider to offer immediate first aid in case
of an unwell user.

With such premises, we developed a webservice dashboard that enables receiving the
sensors’ data through the Android smartphone and the MQTT connection. Such dashboard
has been implemented exploiting the Javascript functions inherited from the open-source
Paho library, enabling a browser-based Javascript MQTT Client.

The developed web application relies on Websockets in order to allow bi-directional
communication between the dashboard and the MQTT broker. It is worth noticing the
HTTP, due to its architectural structure, which is not designed for real-time full duplex
web applications [36]. Moreover, in IoT systems, especially those requiring real-time
data exchange, latency is one of the main issues. In the case of HTTP, we would have
to implement HTTP polling, where the client sends a request to the server every polling
interval. Therefore, in order to use this method, we should be aware of the frequency
used by the sensor for updating the data, which is unfeasible to acknowledge with an
asynchronous architecture. By increasing the polling interval, we would also cause a
high number of requests, which might be inconsistent, as the server might not have
the value of the new sensors yet, leading to a non-optimized IoT solution. This latter
problem might be solved with long polling, which efficiently handles the information push
from servers to client by holding the client’s request until there is a new sensor value
available to send as a response rather than sending an empty response PDU. However,
it has been demonstrated how the Websockets protocol is the overall best solution for
full-duplex communications when packets have to travel long distances over congested
networks [37]. MQTT over Websockets allows receiving the messages we have in a standard
publish/subscribe paradigm in an environment, the web browser, where the defined
paradigm is request/response, thus allowing the browser to leverage all MQTT features,
such as displaying real-time information from the Android gateway. Since the web service
only accepts Websockets, the broker must be able to handle them by encapsulating the
MQTT packets in Websockets frames.
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The dashboard has been developed with a rather simple graphic interface, and the
first thing to do is define the IP address and port of the MQTT broker that the client has to
connect to. In this specific case, the port number is 9001, which is the one generally used
for Websockets; it is mandatory to enter the username and password that were previously
set up during the configuration of the browser, as described in Section 4.3.1. Once the
connection has been established, it is possible to receive the sensor’s readings, which will
then be displayed on screen, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Dashboard: Sensors Display.

The Paho MQTT client running in background allows the user to subscribe to two
different topics. The first one concerns the wearable device to be monitored, picked up
through the scrolling menu where there is a list of all the wearable devices that have been
deployed. This approach is feasible because each wearable device publishes the information
gathered by its sensors on different topics through the Android gateway with the structure
BleAddress/valueType, which allows jointly defining the BLE node and the sensed
value. Thus, we can have multilevel topics, where the first level refers to the Bluetooth
MAC address of the radio mounted on the ESP32 SoC, while the second layer refers to the
type of sensor value being handed over, i.e., temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.

The second topic subscribed by the webservice is emergency/sos; it is system-
defined and shared among all SoCs. In fact, as the first layer suggests, it does not depend
on a single device. This topic allows receiving SoS calls from any wearable device at any
point of time regardless of which device is being monitored. This is accomplished simply
by integrating the payload with a JSON object. It is then parsed using Javascript, and from
it, we extract the key-value pairs, which, respectively, contain the Bluetooth MAC address
of the radio mounted on the SoC requesting the SoS and the position of the user, as acquired
through the Android device.

5. Feasibility Evaluation

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed system, a Proof of Concept has
been setup. In Figure 6, a picture of the real setup of the PoC is presented. It is possible to
notice the wearable prototype node that is implemented on the development dashboard
where both the BME280 sensor and the ESP32 SoC are installed. An Android smartphone
with the developed app is also part of the PoC where a proper BLE link is used for its
connection with the wearable node. The Raspberry PI 3B+ node is used as the MQTT Broker;
indeed, it receives MQTT messages from the Android device, acting as the publisher and
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sends them to the connected MQTT subscriber, here represented as a Windows 10 PC. As
previously mentioned, in the implemented PoC, the MQTT subscriber is here implemented
as a Webservice, where a proper Dashboard is used for representing the sensed values.

Figure 6. The real setup of the PoC.

In this section, the feasibility of the proposed solution will be analyzed by focusing
on the exchange of BLE data packets occurring between the Android smartphone and the
ESP32 SoC. While the E2E implementation has been proven by considering the visualization
on the Dashboard, as represented in Figure 5, we focus now on the BLE packet exchange.
The aim of the analysis carried out is to provide insight into the BLE PDU exchanged
between the two nodes and prove that the information contained in such packets do map
perfectly to those that have been implemented on the software side. It is worth noticing
that the system we have implemented is aimed at testing a single E2E connection going
from a wearable device, acting as source of data, to an MQTT subscriber node, acting as
sink. To this aim, we have not performed tests over fully loaded scenarios. It is, however,
clear from other papers, e.g., [38], that an Eclipse Mosquitto-based solution, despite not
being designed as a scalable implementation, allows processing around 20,000 messages
per second, which is far beyond those envisaged in the considered scenario.

Smartphones generally have implemented the two most important BLE protocol layers,
i.e., the host and controller. The host represents the upper layer of the protocol stack and
is generally more resource-hungry than the controller; hence, quite often, it is integrated
into the main CPU. It can communicate with the controller through the Host–Controller
Interface (HCI). Such configuration is known as Dual-IC-over-HCI since the two protocol
layers are embedded into two different Integrated Circuits communicating with each other
through a communication mean defined by the Bluetooth specification, implying that any
host can exchange data through HCI with any controller, regardless of the manufacturer.

The interaction between these two layers is part of our analysis: we have used the
Wireshark packet analyzer tool in order to sniff both the HCI events and the HCI commands,
which are the two different PDUs sent by the HCI between those two endpoints. Whenever
the user interacts with our app and performs actions that imply the use of the BLE chip,
each request is first received and processed by the host, and, later on, the command to be
executed is sent to the BLE radio controller, which will answer with an HCI event.
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A common HCI command is sent. Whenever the user initializes a scan of the BLE
devices nearby, the BLE radio controller will answer with a list of events, i.e., the advertising
packets sent out by the nearby Bluetooth devices; it is worth mentioning that HCI events
and commands are vendor-specific. In Figure 7, a scan response is shown, which was
sent by the ESP32 and contains, in the payload, all the information that was previously
discussed in the software development of the ESP32 node.

Figure 7. Advertising Scan Response.

Once the connection of the Android smartphone to the SoC has been correctly estab-
lished, an exchange of ATT PDUs between the two endpoints takes place. Many attributes’
protocol PDUs use a sequential request–response protocol [33], where once a client sends a
request to the server, there are no more requests being sent from that client until a response
PDU has been received; a request–response pair is a defined transaction. This pattern is
not valid for notifications, which do not have a response PDU since they are asynchronous;
hence, for commands that do not have a response PDU, there is no flow control, and
commands can be sent any time without having to wait for a response.

Herein, we intend to limit our analysis to the ATT PDU, which we deem worth
mentioning. The first transaction we analyzed starts with the smartphone sending a
command to the ESP32 with opcode ATT_FIND_INFORMATION_REQ, which is used to
obtain the mapping of attribute handles with their associated types, allowing the client
to discover the list of attributes and their type of GATT server. If at least one attribute
is returned, the ATT_FIND_INFORMATION_RSP PDU will be sent from the server to the
client; if no attribute is returned, the ATT_ERROR_RSP PDU is returned with the respective
error code. Another transaction that occurs is the one that starts with requests having
opcode ATT_READ_BY_TYPE_REQ, which is used for obtaining the values of attributes,
when the attribute type is known while the handle is not. The response to this PDU has
opcode ATT_READ_BY_TYPE_RSP and contains the pair of handles and values of the
attributes that have been read.

As stated in Section 4.1, each characteristic has the Notify property, and it is enabled
by the Android device by writing to the CCCD of every characteristic of the GATT server
that the GATT client would receive notifications from. Such an operation is performed
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at the network layer by sending the ATT PDU with opcode ATT_WRITE_REQ, which is
used to request the server write the value of an attribute; in this case, the CCCD is the
attribute of the server we wish to write with value b’0x01 since it allows enabling the
notification property. The PDU with opcode ATT_WRITE_RSP will then acknowledge
whether the attribute was correctly written or not. The whole initialization procedure
aimed at establishing a means of communication between the two endpoints has been
analyzed to lasts only 3.7 s, in the worst case scenario, when the distance of the two BLE
devices is greater than 1 m. In Figure 8, the PDU corresponding to the delivered notification
from the GATT server is shown, which has as its opcode ATT_HANDLE_VALUE_NTF, and
it is not longer sequential—the transaction pattern defined before is no longer followed.

Figure 8. Handle Value Notification.

The system has been tested in different communication scenarios with the goal of
estimating its performance in a realistic setting. To this aim, we considered connecting the
Android device with the MQTT Broker through different wireless technologies, i.e., WiFi,
EDGE, HSPA+ and 4G. In Table 1, the results obtained through a measurement campaign
performed on slots of 80 s for 10 different times at different hours of the day are reported.
We can see the communication technologies’ great impact. It is, however, worth noticing
that, even in the worst case obtained through the EDGE, we are able to implement some
of the applications over the presented scenario. As an example, moving vehicles in traffic
through a calm neighborhood were sufficiently alerted about other vehicles nearby.

Table 1. MQTT message latency through different communication technologies.

Technology WiFi EDGE HSPA+ 4G

Average Delay 58 ms 1158 ms 651 ms 467 ms
Maximum Delay 104 ms 1997 ms 1430 ms 589 ms
Minimum Delay 31 ms 746 ms 343 ms 302 ms

Moreover, we have to clarify that, following BME280 specifications, each sensor is
supposed to generate one sensed value with a rate equal to 21 Hz, i.e., every 47 ms. Hence,
the Android node receives one BLE packet every 47 ms. In addition to this, the Android-
embedded sensors are set in order to receive data every 200 ms (i.e., by setting the delay
to SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL). In the worst case scenario, since we have five values
through the BLE interface and one internal, we have around 110 MQTT packets per second.
Considering that each MQTT packet is around 5 B for small data, the data rate is around
4.4 kb/s. We have to add the TCP/IP and Layer 2 overheads. However, we can state that
the data are largely supported by any wireless technology.

6. Discussion

Novel solutions to efficiently and safely manage emerging services in smart cities
have been considered. Citizens are much more likely to use alternative mobility solutions,
especially as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, characterized by different vulnera-
bilities that co-exist with more traditional ones. The need to manage and protect vulnerable
road users and protect them from accidents is emerging and can be solved by advanced
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IoT technologies that are suitable even for cheap vehicles. In this paper, we have proposed
a system that introduces an E2E solution that is able to monitor the VRU data through
wearable devices. Through the proper use of different communication technologies (i.e.,
BLE, MQTT), devices (i.e., ESP32, Android, Raspberry PI) and software technologies (i.e.,
Websocket), we have built a Proof-of-Concept solution to monitor the user data in real time.
The possibility of benefiting from commonly used devices, such as Android smartphones,
as well the open-source release of the whole system code, allows the fast deployment of the
proposed solution in smart city scenarios. This solution, which has been demonstrated to
be feasible, adopts a flexible open-source software that makes it available to support an
additional plug-in for future services.

While main solutions for IoT are based on ad hoc data collection that lacks flexibility
and scalability, the solution proposed in this paper shows that by using common off-the-
shelf elements, it is possible to enable the design of a highly scalable and flexible IoT system,
that, even though presented for road users, can be also applied, with the data collected by
the same set of sensors, to other purposes, such as road maintenance or crowd management,
and many other use cases. We believe that showing a complete workflow for this kind of
application can foster the development of large-scale IoT systems, being of interest not only
for researchers but also for enterprises that can rise and spread in this field.

The next steps involve the insertion of multiple users able to act as both the publisher
and subscriber so as to enable a user-to-user communication paradigm. Moreover, the
possibility of exploiting virtualization and containerization technologies will be exploited
in order to create a more flexible environment. Finally, we will endeavor to solve privacy
and security concerns. At this time, the solution includes online basic security mecha-
nisms, as detailed in the paper. It is widely known that MQTT necessitates additional
security mechanisms [39,40], and in the future, they will become part of the project under
development.
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